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 Commentary

Liberty has its responsibilities
Holding non-vaccinators liable for the harm they do

Arthur Caplan
Division of Medical Ethics; New York University Langone Medical Center; New York, NY USA

“The only purpose for which power 
can be rightfully exercised over any 
member of a civilized community, 
against his will, is to prevent harm 
to others.” J.S. Mill, On Liberty

“Liberty consists in the freedom to 
do everything which injures no one 
else” Declaration of the Rights of 
Man and of the Citizen

“The right to swing my fist ends 
where the other man’s nose begins.” 
Oliver Wendell Holmes

David Ropiek in his useful essay on 
how society should respond to the 

risks created by those who choose not to 
vaccinate themselves or their children 
does a very useful job of identifying the 
enormous costs in money and health that 
non-vaccinators create.1 He also pin-
points the many factors that drive vaccine 
resistance locating them not in a misun-
derstanding of the facts but, in fears and 
negative emotions.1 It is important to pay 
attention to his message since frequently 
those who want to try to reduce vaccine 
hesitation or outright non-vaccination 
behavior put their faith in education and 
resort to an invocation of the facts about 
the value of vaccines when it is fear and 
emotions that must be addressed.2

Where Ropiek falls short, or rather is 
not ambitious enough, is in his proposed 
remedies for non-vaccination choices. He 
suggests making it harder for parents to 
opt their children out of vaccination. This 
is a strategy with which I agree and which 
can be done as long as it is consistent with 

respecting parental choice. Respect for 
choice means policies that make it harder 
to opt out cannot make it impossible or 
absurdly difficult to opt out. When done 
properly this strategy works.3 He also sug-
gests vaccine mandates which are ethi-
cally defensible and already rapidly being 
implemented in the US and elsewhere.4-6 
He even goes so far as to suggest restric-
tions on where the unvaccinated can 
gather and financial penalties for those 
who won’t vaccinate or rewards for those 
who do. It is not clear whether these ideas 
have a shot at political implementation 
given the reluctance to restrict freedom of 
movement or to single out non-vaccina-
tion for fiscal penalties.

What ought to be added to Ropiek’s 
list of solutions is the need to hold indi-
viduals to account for the harm they do 
to others by their choice not to vaccinate. 
Legal liability ought accrue for demon-
strable harm to others, both individuals 
and communities, in terms of non-vacci-
nation decisions.7

Defenders of the right not to vac-
cinate often maintain that liberty gives 
them the right to decide to vaccinate 
themselves or their children as they see 
fit. They argue that any infringement 
on their choice violates their fundamen-
tal right to liberty (http://www.nvic.org, 
http://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/
archive/2011/10/01/about-health-liberty.
aspx). That is not so.

Society can permit the choice not to 
vaccinate but it is not the case that the 
liberty to choose to do something must 
of necessity be unrestricted or unfettered. 
As the quotes offered at the beginning of 
this paper show, some of the staunchest 
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defenders of liberty throughout history 
have well understood that your right to 
do what you wish does not immunize you 
against the harm your choices cause to oth-
ers. If in choosing not to vaccinate yourself 
or your child you harm another or impose 
costs on a hospital or community for exam-
ple by visiting a day care center or neonatal 
nursery where unvaccinated newborns are 
present you are liable for any harm your 
choice caused. Liberty does not release an 
individual from liability from the foresee-
able harmful consequences of choice. You 
are free to smoke, drink, fire weapons, jug-
gle knives, drive a car, own a dog, and so on 
but if you cause foreseeable harm to me or 
my property as a result of these freely cho-
sen actions then you are and ought be held 
strictly accountable and liable.

Those who do not vaccinate can cause 
harm to the rest of us.8 A visit to a neo-
natal nursery by an unvaccinated person 
or sending your unvaccinated child to 
daycare where newborns are known to 
be present can cause death and disability. 

The fact that society permits persons not 
to vaccinate or that some people simply do 
not do so without following legal require-
ments regarding refusal does not mean that 
they are indemnified from responsibility 
for harms that occur as a result of their 
choices. Liberty in regarding vaccination 
ends at the start of a vulnerable person’s 
body. The threat of legal action for harm 
done ought be added to Ropiek’s menu of 
policy strategies that might both discour-
age irrational, fear-based, non-vaccination 
and compensate those who are the victims 
of irrational, fear-based, choices.
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